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At present, high-pressure water jet technology occupies a very important position in the automobile washing industry. Some
automatic washers cannot meet the washing requirements in the washing process due to unreasonable arrangement of nozzles on
their spray rods. Based on the theory of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the internal and external flow field model of the
nozzle are established in this paper. Fluent is used to simulate and analyze the flow field, and the external parameters of the nozzle
on the side spray bar of the automatic automobile washer are optimized. ,e simulation results show that after the nozzle and the
normal line of the automobile surface are inclined at a certain angle, the target surface is affected not only by normal striking force
but also by tangential pushing force, whichmakes stains easier to remove.,e washing effect is the best when the nozzle is inclined
30° to the normal line of the automobile surface. Increasing the nozzle inlet pressure will increase the dynamic pressure on the
automobile surface, but the increase of dynamic pressure will decrease after increasing to a certain pressure.,e inlet pressure has
little effect on the area covered by water jet. ,e reasonable matching results of jet angle, nozzle spacing, and nozzle distance from
the automobile surface (target distance) obtained by numerical simulation can not only make the automobile surface completely
covered and cleaned but also ensure less jet interference and no waste of water from adjacent nozzles. ,e above research
conclusions can provide a basic theoretical basis for the optimal design of automatic automobile washing.

1. Introduction

With the development of society, the number of automobiles
is increasing rapidly, and the related research on vehicle
maintenance is increasing day by day [1, 2]. Among them,
the daily washing quantity and frequency are more nu-
merous [3]. In the past, manual washing could not meet this
large number and high frequency of automobile washing. At
present, automatic automobile washing is divided into
contact type and noncontact type. Although contact type can
quickly remove stains on the automobile, hard particles
(such as sand, small stones, and fine steel wires) often
contained in stains on the automobile will get involved in the
washing head, which results in the damage to the auto-
mobile. ,e noncontact type uses high-pressure water
sprayed by high-pressure fan-type nozzles for washing,
which will not cause friction damage to the automobile.

High-pressure water jet washing is the key technology of
automobile washer [4, 5]. It has been widely used because of
its strong decontamination capability, wide application
range, no environmental pollution, and easy automation
[6–10]. It provides the basis for the automatic control of the
car washing industry [11–14]. ,e high-pressure jet washer
uses the high-pressure pump to provide pressure, and the
high-pressure water flow is ejected from the nozzle
[8, 15, 16].

At present, relevant scholars at home and abroad have
done a lot of research on the jet characteristics of the nozzle
according to its internal structural parameters. Wen et al.
[17–19] analyzed the influence of the structural parameters
of the nozzle on the hydraulic performance and concluded
that the impact force of the water jet generated by the
straight cone nozzle increases with the increase of the nozzle
outlet diameter. ,e cylindrical outlet section of the straight
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cone nozzle is conducive to improving its hydraulic per-
formance, which makes its hydraulic performance better
than that of the cone nozzle. Nadeem et al. [20, 21] used
particle image velocimetry and computational fluid dy-
namics methods to obtain the fact that the particles in the
central area of the spray plate have the largest kinetic energy,
and the area has the ability to hit the correct target on the
surface of the plant, while the liquid particles around the
central area have the velocity of smaller kinetic energy and
minimum kinetic energy and have the greatest chance to
deviate from the target during spraying. Fuchs et al. [22]
studied two different pulsating washing methods from the
perspective of washing efficiency, thus reducing washing
cost and saving operation time. Chee et al. [23] quantita-
tively analyzed the influence of jet length and wall curvature
on the flow pattern of impinging water jet and preliminarily
studied the jet washing effect. ,e length of time required to
establish a stable flow is described. Nie et al. [24] obtained
through numerical simulation that the jet impact pressure is
larger when the nozzle outlet diameter is 2–7 times. Ker-
manpur et al. [25, 26] showed that, combined with industrial
data and using the artificial neural network model, the
sensitivity analysis of the influence of different injection
angles, pressures, vertical heights, and water flow rates of
phosphorus removal nozzles on jet striking force was carried
out. In the range of 7 times the outlet diameter, the impact
pressure is significantly reduced. Dou et al. [27] proposed a
new type of self-propelled nozzle suitable for pipeline
washing, analyzed the influence of the number, included
angle, and eccentricity of nozzles on the pipeline washing
effect, and proposed a reasonable arrangement to improve
the efficiency of high-pressure water washing. In order to
achieve the best washing effect, Liu et al. [28] carried out
experimental research and analysis on the working state of
the nozzle under different flow rates, from four aspects:
cavitation form, pressure pulse frequency, velocity fluctu-
ation amplitude, and erosion effect. In order to understand
the influence of structural parameters of high-pressure water
jet nozzle on jet performance, the influence of various
structural parameters of nozzle on jet performance was
simulated and verified by experiments with outlet expansion
angle, cone hole depth, and inlet contraction angle as ref-
erence factors and injection angle and jet flow rate as
evaluation indexes by Liang and Gao [29]. For the sake of
research on the effects of the inclination angle of forward
nozzles and standoff distance, Liu et al. [30] adopted the
ANSYS Fluent combined with RNG turbulence model to
analyze the multinozzle jets flow field. ,e results indicate
that the components of axial velocity and tangential velocity
of forward nozzle jets are different from inclination angles of
forward nozzles.

At present, there are many researches on the influence of
the internal structural parameters of the washing nozzle on its
washing effect at home and abroad, but there are few re-
searches on the influence of the external parameters of the
fan-type nozzle for washing on its jet performance. However,
in the actual application process, the washing effect of the
high-pressure water jet on the automobile also depends on the

distance between the nozzle and the automobile, the water
flow pressure, the nozzle arrangement distance, the included
angle between the nozzle and the normal line of the target
surface, and so on.,rough the dynamic simulation analysis
of different nozzle inlet pressures, different target distances,
different included angles, and different nozzle arrangement
spacing, the influence law of each parameter on the auto-
mobile washing effect is summarized and its rationality is
verified by experimental ways, which provides certain the-
oretical guidance for the practical application of high-pres-
sure water jet automobile washing, so as to achieve ideal
automobile washing effect.

2. Characteristics and Mathematical Model of
Nozzle Water Jet

2.1. Water Jet Distribution Structure of Automobile Washing
Nozzle. Figure 1 is a physical diagram of the spray rod and
nozzle of an automatic automobile washer. ,e nozzle water
jet structure [31] is shown in Figure 2. After the water jet is
ejected from the slit of the nozzle, due to the huge speed
difference between the water jet and the surrounding air and
the exchange of energy and mass with the air, the ejected
water jet continuously diffuses to the surrounding. ,en the
boundary of the jet widens, the velocity decreases, and the
area where the velocity keeps the initial velocity unchanged
also decreases continuously. ,e boundary with zero ve-
locity is the outer boundary of the jet.

,e water jet is roughly divided into three jet sections,
which are successively divided into the initial section, the
basic section, and the dissipation section from the nozzle
outlet. ,e initial section of water jet is the jet section from
the outlet of the nozzle to the complete disappearance of the
velocity core. ,e axial dynamic pressure, velocity, and
density remain basically unchanged in the jet core area.
,erefore, the initial section of water jet is generally used
for material cutting. ,e mixing zone of the water jet is the
zone where the velocity core zone is removed from the
initial section of the jet. ,e pressure and velocity of water
jet flow in the basic section of water jet gradually decrease,
but the cavitation situation in the basic section of water jet
is not too serious, and basically, the jet can be kept relatively
compact. Surface processing, washing, and derusting are
commonly used in engineering. ,e cavitation of the jet is
quite serious in the last part of the dissipation section of the
water jet. ,e two are completely mixed and cannot keep
the jet relatively compact. ,is area is mainly used for
cooling and dust removal.

2.2. Mathematical Model. For high-pressure water jet
washing, assuming that water is an incompressible steady-
state flow, the continuity equation is

zu

zx
+

zv

zy
+

zw

zz
� 0, (1)

where u, v, and w are the three velocity components of x, y,
and z, respectively, m/s.
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(2)

where fx, fy, and fz are the components of unit mass force on 3
coordinate axes, respectively; ρ is the density of water, kg/m3;
μ is the dynamic viscosity of water, kg/m·s.

Water jet automobile washing belongs to the gas-liquid
two-phase flow movement. First of all, it is necessary to
judge whether it is a laminar flow or turbulent flow. In
multiphase flow, each relevant parameter can be expressed
by the following equation:

Re �
ρv D

μ
, (3)

where Re is the Reynolds number; v is the velocity of water at
the nozzle inlet, m/s, generally about 100m/s; D is the di-
ameter of nozzle inlet, about 3mm; μ� 0.001 kg/m·s.

Substituting various data, Re is 229400, which is much
greater than 2300, so this jet belongs to highly turbulent flow.
,e standard k–ε is selected as the turbulence calculation
model. ,e relevant calculation equation is as follows:

Spray bar

Nozzle 
location

Figure 1: ,e physical diagram of the side spray bar of an automatic automobile washer.
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Figure 2: ,e jet distribution structure diagram of the nozzle.
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where Gk is the turbulent kinetic energy generated by the
laminar velocity gradient; Gb is the turbulent energy gener-
ated by the buoyancy; YM is the wave generated by the
transition diffusion in the compressible turbulence; Sk and Sε
are user-defined source terms;C1ε,C2ε, andC3ε are the viscous
diffusion coefficients (empirical constants), which are, re-
spectively, 1.44, 1.92, and 0.09; δk is the Prandtl number
corresponding to the turbulent kinetic energy k, δk � 10; δε is
the Prandtl number corresponding to dissipation rate,
δε � 1.3; μt is turbulent viscosity, μt � ρCμk2/ε [32].

3. Establishment and Verification of
Simulation Model

3.1. 3DModel. ,e high-pressure water jet discussed in this
paper belongs to obvious gas-liquid two-phase flow with
obvious interface stratification, and the jet also belongs to
free-surface flow. Based on the above mathematical model,
VOF model and standard turbulent k–ε model are selected
for analysis in simulation.

In order to study the water-gas two-phase flow field
when the water jet leaves the nozzle and enters the air,
SOLIDWORKS software is used to carry out 3Dmodel of the
internal and external flow fields. In order to better connect
the internal flow fields with the external flow fields, a tri-
angular prism is established outside the fan-type nozzle as
the transition area of the internal and external flow fields
[15], and the 3D model is shown in Figure 3.

3.2.MeshGeneration and Fluent Boundary Condition Setting.
In the process of mesh division, tetrahedral mesh and
hexahedral mesh are combined, the mesh is encrypted at
nozzles and triangular prisms, and an expansion layer is set
up at the outflow field. Finally, the skewness of the mesh is
observed to be about 0.2, and the mesh quality measure-
ment grade is shown in Table 1 [32], which shows that it
belongs to the category of “very good.” ,e orthogonal
mass is about 0.9, and the numerical range of orthogonal
mass is 0∼1; the closer to 1, the better. ,e above shows that
the lattice quality meets the requirements [32]. ,e divided
mesh is shown in Figure 4.

,e boundary condition setting is shown in Figure 3.
Since air fills the whole outflow field in the initial state, air is
selected as the main phase and water fluid as the second
phase in order to solve the near-real situation. Select the inlet
boundary pressure of the nozzle to be 6–12MPa, and set the
volume fraction of inlet water to be 1, i.e., the nozzle is filled
with water in the initial state, the outlet pressure is set to 1
atmosphere (i.e., the relative static pressure is zero), and the
external flow field is filled with air at the beginning of

injection. ,e wall surface adopts the standard nonslip wall
surface, the standard wall surface function simulates the
near-wall effect, and the SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling
semi-implicit algorithm is used to solve the problem. ,e jet
medium is water, the density at room temperature is 998 kg/
m3, and the dynamic viscosity is 0.001 kg/(m·s). ,e air
density is 1.225 kg/m3, and the dynamic viscosity is 1.789 kg/
(m·s) [33]. After setting the boundary conditions, the first-
order upwind discrete scheme is used to solve the problem.
In order to make the calculation more accurate, the mon-
itoring accuracy is adjusted to 0.0001, and the number of
iteration steps is set to 1000 steps. After 1000 steps, the
residual tends to be stable and the operation is finished.

3.3. Verify the Correctness of the Model. For continuous jet,
the Bernoulli equation is adopted between the inner and
outer two points of nozzle outlet cross section, ignoring the
height difference between the two points, and the following
relation [34] can be obtained:
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, (5)

where p1 and p2 are the static pressure inside and outside the
nozzle; v1 and v2 are the average flow velocity inside and
outside the nozzle.

Applying the continuous equation to two points, the
following relation can be obtained:

ρ1v1A1 � ρ2v2A2. (6)

For the convenience of theoretical analysis, the nozzle
flow path can be a circular tube structure; that is, A� πd2/4;
assuming ρ1 � ρ2, the following relationship can be deduced
by combining (5) and (6):

v2 �

�������������

2 p1 − p2( 

ρ 1 − d2/d1( 
4

 




. (7)

For the water jet used for washing, because p1>> p2, (d2/
d1)4<< 1, and ρ� 998 kg/m3, the relevant values are
substituted into (7), and the simplified expression of jet
velocity is obtained:

Pressure inlet
Wall Pressure outlet

Target wall

Figure 3: 3D model of nozzle and external flow field.
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vt � 44.77
��
p


, (8)

where p is the static pressure at the nozzle inlet; vt is the
nozzle outlet velocity.

From equation (8), when the static pressure at the inlet is
8MPa, the velocity at the outlet of the nozzle is 126.60m/s.

In order to verify the correctness of the simulationmodel, it
is necessary to compare the value calculated by the above
formula with the simulation result. ,erefore, both solutions
are set as the static inlet pressure 8MPa.,e simulation results
are as shown in Figure 5. ,e velocity at the nozzle outlet is
127.40m/s according to the velocity nephogram. ,e error
Δ� (127.4–126.6)/126.6� 0.632%. ,e simulation results are
very close to the theoretical calculation results, which show that
the model is reliable.

4. Numerical Simulation Results
and Discussion

4.1. Simulation Analysis and Comparison of Different Target
Distances. As can be seen from Figure 1, the water jet ve-
locity and dynamic pressure in the basic section gradually
decrease with the axial target distance (the distance from the
nozzle outlet to the automobile surface). Obviously, the
choice of target distance has a great influence on the washing
effect. ,e dynamic pressure on the target surface is an
important characteristic of water jet, which represents the
striking force of water jet on the target surface.

,e inlet pressure is selected to be 8MPa, and the external
flow field is simulated and analyzed under the conditions that
the target distances are 60mm, 70mm, 80mm, and 100mm,
respectively. ,e dynamic pressure cloud images of the target
surface under different target distances are obtained as shown

in Figure 6, and the radial dynamic pressure curves of the target
surface under different target distances are shown in Figure 7.

In order to achieve the best washing effect, the dynamic
pressure on the target surface should be as large as possible. As
can be seen from Figure 6, these dynamic pressures vary
significantly under the same inlet pressure and different target
distances. When the target distances are 60mm, 70mm,
80mm, and 100mm, the corresponding maximum dynamic
pressure values at the target center are 125400Pa, 111300Pa,
96170Pa, and 72330Pa, respectively. Although the washing
capability of the water jet decreases with larger target distance,
the coverage area of the water jet increases, and the area of the
automobile that can be cleaned increases. By observing Fig-
ures 6 and 7, it can be seen that when the target distance is
60mm, the water jet reaching the target surface has a reverse
impact force that partially cancels the forward water jet
reaching the target surface due to the nozzle being too close to
the surface of the automobile, making the dynamic pressure on
the target surface uneven. With the increase of target distance,
the dynamic pressure on the target surface begins to decrease,
but the nonuniformity of the dynamic pressure value is ob-
viously alleviated. On the premise of ensuring that the dynamic
pressure on the target surface is large enough and considering
the uniformity of the dynamic pressure on the target surface,
relatively speaking, 70mm should be selected as the optimal
target distance under this working condition.

4.2. Comparison of Simulation Analysis of Different Inlet
Pressures. ,e target distance is 70mm, and the external
flow field is simulated under the conditions of inlet pressures

Table 1: Skewness mesh quality grades [21].

0–0.25 0.25–0.50 0.50–0.80 0.80–0.95 0.95–0.98 0.98–1.00∗

Excellent Very good Good Acceptable Bad Inacceptable∗

Figure 4: Mesh model of nozzle and external flow field.
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Figure 5: Water jet velocity nephogram with inlet pressure of
8MPa.
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of 6MPa, 8MPa, 10MPa, and 12MPa, respectively. ,e
dynamic pressure nephogram of the target surface under
different inlet pressures is obtained as shown in Figure 8, and
the axial velocity distribution under different inlet pressures
is shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen from Figure 8, when the inlet pressure
changes from 6MPa to 8MPa, the target surface dynamic
pressure increase rate is 33.18%, when the inlet pressure
changes from 8MPa to 10MPa, the target surface dynamic
pressure increase rate is 24.89%, and when the inlet pressure
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Figure 6: Dynamic pressure nephogram of target surface at different target distances. (a) 60mm. (b) 70mm. (c) 80mm. (d) 100mm.
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changes from 10MPa to 12MPa, the target surface dynamic
pressure increase rate is 19.78%. It can be concluded that the
increase rate of the dynamic pressure on the target surface
decreases with the increase of the inlet pressure; under the
condition of a certain target distance, the area covered by
water jets with different inlet pressures is basically the same.
As seen in Figure 9, when the inlet pressure starts to increase

from 6MPa, the axial speed also increases. ,e speed in-
crease from 6MPa to 8MPa is larger than that of from 8MPa
to 10MPa or 10MPa to 12MPa. Comparing with the speed
before reaching the target surface, it can be seen that the
decay speed of the axial speed before reaching the target
surface becomes faster with the increase of the inlet pressure.
,erefore, considering the dynamic pressure of the target
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Figure 8: Target dynamic pressure nephogram under different inlet pressure. (a) 6MPa. (b) 8MPa. (c) 10MPa. (d) 12MPa.
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surface and the axial speed, the inlet pressure is 10MPa as
the optimal pressure under this working condition. In
conclusion, when the target distance is fixed, the coverage
area of water jet has nothing to do with the inlet pressure;
with the increase of inlet pressure, the dynamic pressure and
axial velocity of the target increase continuously, but their
increasing rate decreases.

4.3. SimulationAnalysis andComparisonofDifferent Included
Angles. At present, the spray rod nozzle of the car wash is
perpendicular to the surface of the automobile, so that the
surface of the automobile is mainly subject to normal strike
force and little tangential strike force during the washing
process, and some stubborn stains are not easy to be cleaned
off. In the process of water jet washing, it should be con-
sidered that inclining the jet direction of the nozzle to the
target surface (automobile surface) at a certain angle will
greatly enhance its washing effect. At this time, the cleaned
surface is affected by the impact forces and shear forces of
the water jet. When the water jet hits the target surface, the
velocity is decomposed into two directions perpendicular to
the target surface and parallel to the target surface. ,e
velocity perpendicular to the target surface will strike and
loosen the attachments on the target surface, and the velocity
parallel to the target surface will wash away the attachments.

In order to realize the simulation of outflow field under
different included angles, the normal included angles be-
tween nozzle and target surface are 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°
through different angles of target surface inclination. ,e
schematic diagram of the model is shown in Figure 10, and
the 3D model is shown in Figure 11.

As can be seen from Figure 12, regardless of the inlet
pressure, the following conclusions can be drawn. ,e dy-
namic pressure of the target surface decreases with the
increase of the inclination angle. From 15° to 30°, the de-
creased amplitude is small, but from 30° to 45°, the decrease
amplitude increases. ,is is due to the fact that part of the
kinetic energy is absorbed by the target surface after the
water jet impacts the target surface at a certain angle, and the
other part of the kinetic energy produces a tangential force
on the stain, resulting in a decrease in the dynamic pressure
on the normal target surface. By observing Figure 13, it can
be seen that when the inclination angle is 0°, the speed of the
water jet reaching the target surface in the tangential ad-
vancing direction is very small. After inclining by a certain
angle, the speed of the water jet reaching the target surface in
the tangential advancing direction of the nozzle gradually
increases and reaches the maximum when the inclination
angle is 30°. ,erefore, considering the velocity distribution
and the dynamic pressure of the target surface compre-
hensively, 30° is taken as the optimal included angle.

4.4. Comparison of Simulation Analysis with Different
Spacing. When arranging nozzles, the influence of nozzle
spacing on the external flow field should be considered. If the
nozzle spacing is too small, the edge water jet of the fan-type
external flow field will interfere, thus affecting the washing
effect. If the nozzle spacing is too large, the fan-type outflow

field cannot cover all washing surfaces and cannot meet the
washing requirements. In this paper, the nozzle spacing is
simulated by establishing a 3D model as shown in Figure 13.

By observing Figures 14–16, when the nozzle spacing is
100mm, the watersheds of the two nozzles hardly intersect,
so that some areas of the automobile surface between the two
nozzles cannot be effectively cleaned. With the decrease of
the nozzle spacing, the outflow fields of the two nozzles
begin to intersect, so that the target surface between the two
nozzles can be effectively cleaned. By looking at Figure 17, it
is shown that, with the decrease of nozzle spacing, the in-
terference degree of adjacent water jets increases gradually.
,erefore, considering the velocity distribution and the
dynamic pressure on the target surface, it is more appro-
priate to select the nozzle spacing of 70mm under this
working condition. ,e above results show that the target
distance and nozzle distance must be matched to ensure the
washing effect. It is necessary to discuss the relationship
between the target distance and nozzle distance.

4.5. Relationship betweenTarget Distance and ShootingWidth
underDifferent JetAngles. As can be seen from Figure 8, the
inlet pressure of the nozzle has little influence on the
shooting width (range covering the target surface) of the
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Figure 10: Model schematic diagram different from normal angle
of target surface.

Figure 11: 3D model with inclined angle.
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water jet. As can be seen from Figures 15 and 16, the target
distance has a great influence on the shooting width
(range covering the target surface) of the water jet. In
addition, practical application and theoretical analysis
show that the jet angle α of the nozzle will inevitably affect
the jet width of the water jet (covering the range of the
target surface). Based on the above model, this paper
discusses the relationship between target distance and

shooting width under different jet angles by numerical
simulation. When the jet angle α is 15°, 30°, 45°, and 60°
and the target distance is adjusted to 50mm, 100mm,
150mm, 200mm, 250mm, 300mm, 350mm, 400mm,
450mm, and 500mm, respectively, the shooting width is
investigated to find out the matching relationship between
the target distance and the shooting width. ,e solution
result is shown in Figure 18.
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From the solution rule curve in Figure 18, it can be seen
that no matter what the jet angle is, the width of the water jet
will increase with the increase of the target distance. When
the jet angle is small, the increase rate of jet width is small,

and the increase rate also increases with the increase of jet
angle, but the increase rate tends to be stable when the jet
angle is greater than or equal to 45°. Only when the nozzle
spacing is less than or equal to the jet width, the whole
automobile surface can be completely covered by the water
jet to ensure that the automobile is completely cleaned.
However, Figure 18 can be used as the theoretical basis for
matching the jet angle, nozzle spacing, and the distance
between the nozzle and the automobile surface (target
distance). In actual automobile washing, the nozzle spacing
on the spray rod is generally premade (it will not change
during automobile washing). If the nozzle spacing is too
small, the jet coverage area can be effectively increased, but
the number of nozzles on the spray rod of the same length
will inevitably increase and the water consumption will also
rise sharply. As can be seen from Figure 15, when the nozzle
spacing is too large, part of the automobile surface cannot be
covered by water jet. ,erefore, when washing the car, the
distance (target distance) between the nozzle on the spray
rod and the surface of the automobile can be adjusted to
ensure that the jet width value is always greater than the
nozzle spacing, thus achieving the purpose of washing
without dead corners. For the automatic automobile washer,
the regular curve in Figure 18 can be input into the electronic
control integrated control module, and dynamically
adjusting the distance (target distance) between the spray
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Figure 13: Velocity nephogram at different angles. (a) 0°. (b) 15°. (c) 30°. (d) 45°.

Figure 14: 3D model with different spacing.
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rod and the automobile not only makes the automobile
surface fully covered and cleaned but also ensures less jet
interference from adjacent nozzles and no waste of water.

4.6. Test Verification. Since the impact force of water jet on
the automobile cannot be accurately detected, the cleanliness
of the automobile is used to check whether the impact force
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Figure 15: Dynamic pressure nephograms of target surfaces with different spacing. (a) 100mm. (b) 80mm. (c) 70mm. (d) 60mm.
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is appropriate. Taking an automatic automobile washing
workshop as the test object, the original automatic auto-
mobile washer has 15 nozzles with an incidence angle of 45°,
a distance between the nozzle and the automobile on the
automobile washing spray rod of about 300mm, a normal
angle between the nozzle jet direction and the target surface
(automobile surface) of 0°, and a distance between adjacent

nozzles of 150mm. ,e inlet pressure can be adjusted
according to the degree of stains on the automobile. ,e
layout of the on-site automatic automobile washer is shown
in Figure 19. According to the above theoretical research
conclusions, the external parameters of the spray rod and
nozzle are adjusted. Firstly, according to the conclusion of
Figure 18, the spacing between the on-site nozzles and the
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Figure 17: Velocity nephogram with different spacing. (a) 100mm. (b) 80mm. (c) 70mm. (d) 60mm.
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automobile is 300mm, and the spacing between the adjacent
nozzles on the spray rod is 300mm, totaling 8 nozzles.
According to the conclusion of Figures 12 and 13, the angle
between the nozzle jet direction and the target surface
(automobile surface) is 30°.

Under the same condition of washing the automobile,
the following conclusions can be drawn through the com-
parison before and after the renovation: (1) ,e water
consumption after the renovation is saved by about 46%
compared with that before the renovation, thus solving the
problem of large water consumption on-site. (2) ,e dis-
tance between nozzles before modification is too small,
resulting in serious cross interference of water jets between
adjacent nozzles, and the utilization rate of nozzle water jet
washing capacity is greatly reduced as shown in Figure 20.
,e modified nozzle water jet not only covers the surface of
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the automobile but also greatly improves the efficiency of
each nozzle water jet. (3) When the normal angle between
the nozzle jet and the automobile surface is 0° before the
renovation, stains will be scattered and washed away on the
automobile surface, and some stains will be washed to the
washed automobile parts, causing secondary pollution to
them. After reforming the normal included angle between
the nozzle jet and the automobile surface to 30°, the nozzle
water jet is decomposed into normal striking force and
tangential pushing force as shown in Figure 21. Among
them, the tangential pushing force can push the stain to the
other direction of the cleaned automobile, thus preventing
the secondary pollution of the automobile. At the same time,
the water flow reaction force perpendicular to the auto-
mobile is effectively controlled. (4) ,e nozzle inlet pressure
should not be too high. Too much pressure will cause the
impact force of the water jet from the nozzle to offset the
reaction force of the water jet rebounded from the auto-
mobile seriously, which is not conducive to the washing of
stains. Moreover, some of the water jet with too much
rebound force will easily splash to the roof of the workshop.
Over time, water will form on the roof and continuously
drip water to the top of the automobile, which is not
conducive to the drying process of the automobile as shown
in Figure 22.

5. Conclusion

,e fan-type nozzle is more and more widely used in au-
tomobile washing industry. In order to achieve the best
washing effect, this paper uses Fluent software to simulate
the outflow field of the fan-type nozzle of the automobile
washer, analyzes and discusses the influence of the inlet
pressure of the nozzle on the spray rod, the target distance,
the normal included angle between the nozzle and the body
surface, and the nozzle arrangement spacing on the washing
effect, and draws the following conclusions:

(1) Under the same inlet pressure, the dynamic pressure
on the target surface decreases with the increase of
the target distance, but too close, the target distance
will cause a reverse impact force of the water jet

reaching the target surface to partially offset the
forward water jet reaching the target surface, making
the dynamic pressure on the target surface uneven.
,e distance between the target surfaces should be
determined by comprehensively considering the
uniformity of the dynamic pressure on the target
surface and keeping the target surface with large
dynamic pressure. Although the larger the target
distance, the weaker the washing ability of the water
jet, the larger the coverage area of the water jet, the
larger the area of the automobile that can be cleaned.

(2) With the increase of inlet pressure, the dynamic
pressure on the target surface and the axial velocity
will increase, but the growth rate will gradually
decrease when reaching a certain pressure. Under the
condition of a certain target distance, the area
covered by water jets with different inlet pressures is
basically the same.

(3) After the nozzle and the normal line of the auto-
mobile surface are inclined at a certain angle, the
target surface is affected not only by normal striking
force but also by tangential force, which makes stains
easier to remove. ,rough simulation analysis, it is
found that the optimal angle is to tilt the nozzle and
the normal line of the automobile 30°.

(4) ,e target distance and nozzle distance must be
matched; otherwise, it will lead to two extreme sit-
uations: one is that the automobile surface is not
covered by water jet; the other case is that the water
jets of adjacent nozzles interfere seriously with each
other and the washing efficiency is reduced.,rough
numerical simulation, the matching curves among
jet angle, nozzle spacing, and the distance between
nozzle and automobile surface (target distance) are
obtained, which provides a basic theoretical basis for
the optimal design of automatic automobile washing.

(5) ,rough industrial tests, the correctness of the above
research conclusions is verified.
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